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FORWARD/BACKWARD 적응필터를 이용한 

음질향상에 관한 연구

Enhancement of Noisy Speech by FORWARD/

BACKWARD Adaptive Digital F i Iter ing

* 김 제 우 (Kim, J.W.)
** 은 종 관 (Un,C.K.)

요 약

본 논문에서는 FORWARD/BACKWARD 적응 디지탈필터를 이용하여 잡음이 섞인 음성의 음질을 향상하는 

방법에 대해 고찰하였다 이 알고리즘은 음성신호의 상관성을 잘 이용하기 위해 현재의 sample을 예측하기위해 음 

성신호의 과거 신호뿐만 아니라 미래의 신호도 사용하였다 이 결과 이 방법은 백색잡음뿐만 유색잡음의 제거에도 효 

과적 임을 알수 있었다 또, 이 방법을 개선한 modi f i ed Forward/Backward 적응 디지 탈 필터 링 방법 을 제시하 

여 성능 향상을 꾀하였다 이 개선된 방법은 비교적 구조가 간단하면서도 여러 종류의 additive noise에 대해서 

잘 동작하며 기존의 방법에 비하여 약 2dB정도의 개선된 효과를 가져온다

ABSTRACT

In this paper, a forwar히backward adaptive digital filtering method is studied for the enhancement of noisy speech. The 
enhancing algorithm uses future samples as well as previous samples to estimate a current sample, 저nd utilizes the 죠ti°n저' 

property of speech. It is effective for the enhancement of nariowJ^ind as well as wide-b저nd noisy speech. To improve the enh체 

ing capability further, its modified version is also considered. This modified 시gorithm, of which structure is relatively simple, 
Woks for additive white or colored noise, and results in signal-to-noise ratio gain over existing enhancement algorithms by 저bout 

2dB.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In many cases, speech signal is liable to be corrupted by 
background noise which may be of wideband, narrow-band, 
or both. To clean up this noise from the corrupted speech, 
various algorithms for the enhancement of noisy speech have 
been studied [1] -[9]. These algorithms include several 
classes of algorithms which are based on short-time spectral 
estimation of speech [2] > parameter estimation of a speech 
model from degraded speech [3] -[5], and adaptive filtering

In this work, we study the enhancement of noisy speech 
by forward/backward adaptive digital filtering, and compare 
the results to those of other algorithms such as the Wiener 
filtering method [1] and the adaptive digital filtering method 
proposed by Sambur [7]. This method utilizes the property 
of short time autocorrelation of speech. Estimation of a 
correlated signal can be done by previous or future samples, 
or both. Estimation by previous samples is called 'forward 
prediction', and estimation by future samples is called 
'backward prediction5. In both cases, the predictor yields 
almost the same performance. However, the former resets 
in a causal system, and the latter a noncausal system. In this 
work, we consider forward/backward prediction. With this 
scheme, one can expect more accurate prediction of a 
correlated signal than with either forward or backward 
prediction scheme alone, but the resulting system is non
causal. Nevertheless, this noncausal prediction system may 
be used for the enhancement of noisy speech,

II. ADAPTIVE DIGITAL FILTERING 
ALGORITHM BASED ON 

FORWARD/BACKWARD PREDICTION

A block diagram of the forward/backward adaptive 
digital filter (F/B ADF) is shown in Fig. 1.

The forward adaptive digital filter, ADF1, has M weighting 
coefficients [Wj 】 Wj 2 …，wi M】，and tlie backward 
adaptive digital filter, ADF2, has N weighting coefficients 
[W2 1，2 W2, n】 , These coefficients are 저djus'ed 打)

minimize the mean-square error (MSE) defined 겄s

£ A EFe2] ⑴
_ ' Q

where e n is the difference signal between the input xn and 
the filter output x which are assumed to be re굔 1, that is,

、
-
7

J

Fig. 1. (a) Block diagram of a forward/backward ADF.
(b) The structure of an ADF.

X - K n ne n (2)

The filter output signal xn is the sum of n and x? n which 
are the outputs of the two filters, ADF1 and ADF2, respec
tively. The two outputs of ADF1 and ADF2, x j n and 朽 
are defined, respectively, as

,a WTX, 
丄，a — i i

and 스 W"X„

Txlwl
(3)

where 'T'denotes the transpose of a vector or matrix, and 
the weight vectors and input vectors are given, respectively, 
as

wi = [wi,r %2
, , T

V)—[“丄[,W，-) Q ) ... , Q ,
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X[=[爲一L …，，

T and X2 =〔七+[,七十2，•… ' 爲土卩-

From (l)and (2), we have the MSE as

7 T T£ = e£] - 2W?x] - 2W*Px2
T T

+ WlSxl,x2W2 +W2Rx2>xlW ⑷

T T
+ W7R I -W- + WtR 3 "c1 xl,xl 1 2 x2,x2 2

where the autocorrelation matrices, 乂2，Rx2M are 
defined, respectively, as

TR 】,A E[X「R]
xl,xl — 1 I

T
and 꼬乂2 x2 으 마^成。] ,

and the cross-correlation matrices, Rx]”，Rx2»xl，Pxp 
and Px2 are defined, respectively, as

TR , M E〔X[ 만 ]
xl,x2 — 1 z

T
R 0 1 △ E[XOXJ
x2,xl — 21

P , A E[x X,] xl — n 1

and Px2 스 EW/. (5)

We note that the cross-correlation matrices, 乂2
Rx2 x ]，satisfy the relation

RxW^Rxlxl ⑹

We can see from (4) that 나le MSE is an elliptic parabolic 
function of coefficients and W2, and thus it has 처 unique 
global minimum for some Wj and W?. Therefore, the 
optimum Wp OPT and W》OPT that minimize the 너SE can 
be obtained. By differentiating (given by (4)) with respect 
to W] and W》we have the following equations:

驼(W]) = -2(pxrRxi,x2w2-Rxi,

xlWP (7)

andVmWJ A 责=-2(Px2~Rx2,xlWl-Rx2, 

x2W2^* (8)

Setting these to zero, we obtain the optimum coefficients 
vectors W j, OPT and W? OPT as

W1,OPT = %口，乂1円口-&[,乂2“2,0町)⑼ 

-1
and “J opt = Rx2, x2(Px2-Rx2 , xlWl, 0PT)'(10)

Alternatively, (9) and (10) may be written as

Wl,0PT = [sxl,xl~Rxl,x28x2,x2rx2,xl]-1 

■[pxl-Rxl,x2Rx2,x2px2J (11)

and W’, opt =〔 Rx2 , xLL/, 乂费財，xlLcl, x2 

•[px2-Rx2,xlRxl,xlpxlJ- (12)

Substituting (11) and (12) into (4) yields the minimum MSE 
min, FB of the F/B ADF as

2
£niinf FB -乱七」 (13)

—([R , 1 —R , 0R o «R n
xlfxl xl,x2 x2,xz x2,

,]-1 -[P ,-R , 
xl L xl xl,x2 x2 T

:<2 :<2Jj xl

— ( [ R 勺一효 ° rjR I [R 1l x2,x2 x2.x2 xl,xi xl,

-[PRx2 L x2 x2 T xl xl, 

P ]}T-P
xl xlJ； x2*

Since the transpose and inverse operators commute when the 
matrices are symmetric, (13) may be written as

7
£min,FB = E[\J (⑷

T T _1
-[PL-P'R : ,[]xl x2 x2,x2 x2,xl

L xX,xl xl,x2 x2,x2 x2,
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xl〕 Pxl

[Px2-PxlRxl,xlRxl,x2]

,fRx2,x2-Rx2,xlRxl,xlRxl,

「％

x2」x2"

Also, when there is a forward prediction filter only, its 
minimum MSEf 褊血""comes

爲in,F = E[《-P；]Rl；,xlPxl
(15)

It may be 아iown that the minimum MSE of the F/B ADF is 
always smaller than or equal to that of the forward predic
tion filter.

To obtain the coefficients Wj and W? by the adaptive 
.algorithm, we use the steepest descent method. The 
results are given as

W],n+广%n + +&(、= } (16)

IS
and W2,n+1 = W2,n + 2、'**더顼)} (17)

where 卩】and 旳 are convergence factors for ADF1 and 
ADF2, respectively. It may be shown that Wj converges to 
W] opt the following condition is satisfied [10]：

2
o < 气 < r— (18)

1, max

where * max is the maximum eigenvalue of
By the LMS algorithm of Widrow and Hoff, and from (7) and
(16) the coefficient vector W] is undated as

Wl>n+l=Wl,n + ^Xlen- <19)

Similar results may be obtained with respect to W? It 
may also be shown that W? converges to W? Qpj if the 
following condition is satisfied:

?
0 < “2 < K— (20)

2 ,max

where M max the maximum eigenvalue of Rx2】2 Also, 
W? is updated as the following:

W2;n+l=W2,n + M2X2en- ⑵)

With the above results, we see that the F/B ADF can be used 
to estimate a correlated signal.

III. APPLICATION OF THE F/B ADF TO THE 
ENHANCEMENT OF NOISY SPEECH

We now show the applications of an F/B ADF and a 
modified F/B ADF to the enhancement of speech corrupted 
by wide-band or narrow-band noise. For the enhancement 
of noisy speech corrupted by white noise, we use an F/B 
ADF through which the noisy speech is filtered. It is noted 
that in this scheme, the requirements normally needed in 
many existing enhancement algorithms, such as the 
stationarity of noise, discrimination of silence from speech, 
or exact pitch information, are not needed.

The structure of the enhancing system for noisy speech 
corrupted by narrow-band noise is different from that for 
the wide-band noise case. Its block diagram is shown in Fig.
2. One can note that for the case of narrow-band noise, the 
enhancement system with the F/B ADF requires the know
ledge of discrimination between silence and speech as in 
other enhancement algorithms. In Fig. 2 the speech detector 
decides whether the current block is silence or speech. If it 
is silence, the on/off switch activates the F/B ADF to adjust 
its coefficients. When a speech block is detected, the adjust
ment of filter coefficients stops. The enhanced speech is the 
difference signal between the input signal' and the filter 
output signal. This scheme is similar to that introduced by 
Hoy et al. [8].

Fig. 2. Enhancement of narrow-band noisy speech with 
a forward/backward ADF.

Although the enhancement scheme using the F/B ADF 
is simple, and provides quite good results for wide-band noisy 
speech with low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and narrow-band 
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noisy speech with any SNR level, it has limitations for real 
applications. Because of the limited prediction performance 
of the F/B ADF, it hardly enhances the wide-band noisy 
speech of 10 dB or highter in SNR. And the enhancement 
scheme of narrow-band noisy speech using the F/B ADF 
requires discrimination of silence from speech, a quite diffi
cult job for noisy speech. Furthermore, in a real environ
ment, noisy signals are often composed of both wide-b거nd 
거nd narrow-band noise varying with time in magnitude and 
frequency bands. In this case, neither of the proposed 
schemes would work well. To overcome these difficulties, 
we introduce a modified F/B ADF which is shown in Fig. 3. 
Comparing Figs. 1 and 3, we see that the latter does not have 
2 delayers. With this structure the modified F/B ADF is not 
a prediction filter. However, if we take its output as the 
predicted value of the reference signal, the modified F/B 
ADF can be considered to be a prediction filter. Since the 
prediction performance of the modifed F/B ADF is much 
better than that of the F/B ADF, enhancement for wide
band noisy speech can be improved. Also, since the modifed 
F/B ADF has a smoothing effect, it can be used for the

Fig. 3. Block diagram of a modified forward/backward 
ADF.

enhancement of narrow-band noisy speech with the same 
structure used for the enhancement of wide-band noisy 
speech. When silence and speech are discriminated, the 
modified F/B ADF can also be used for subtraction of 
rmiTow-band noise from noisy speech with improved results 
as compared to the F/B ADF with its structure shown in 
Fig. 2.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section we investigate the effectiveness of the F/B 
ADF and the modifed F/B ADF by computer simulation. 
For computer simulations, we used real speech sampled at 

8 kHz, and Gaussian random noise with zero mean for noise 
source. Wide-band noisy speech was generated by adding 
Gaussian random noise to the sampled speech. Narrow-band 
noisy speech was generated by adding the sampled speech 
and Gaussian random noise filtered by a band-pass filter. In 
our simulation, we set the values of convergence factors of 
both ADF's in the F/B ADF to be equal, and used the same 
numbers of coefficients (N=M) for both filters.

To show the effectiveness of the F/B ADF and the 
modified F/B ADF methods, we present in Table 1 the 
results for the enhancement of wide-band noisy speech. In 
this table the performances of the F/B ADF and modifed 
F/B ADF schemes and that of the Wiener filtering method 
[1] with all-pole parameters of order 10 are shown. From 
these results, we see that the modified F/B ADF algorithm 
outperforms the F/B ADF or Wiener filter method regardless 
of the SNR level. Comparing the F/B ADF and Wiener filter
ing methods, the former performs better than the latter when 
SNR is low (i.e., 5 dB or less). When SNR of noisy speech is 
high (i.e., 10 dB or higher), however, the opposite is true. 
Nevertheless, considering the difficulty of discrimination of 
silence from speech, the nonstationarity of noise and the 
complexity required for the wiener filtering, the F/B ADF

Table 1. Ehnancement of wide-band noisy speech the Wiener 
filter, forward/backward ADF and modified for
ward/backward ADF.

\ Input SNR (dB)

Filter 、、 0.71 
(2.67)*

5.73 
(4.91)

10.75
(7.81)

F/B ADF 
(M=N=8)

6.40 
(5.41)

9.0 
(7.2)

10.87
(8,9)

Modified F/B 
ADF (N=7)

6.5 
(5.3)

10.41
(7.66)

13.4
(9.9)

Wiener filter
3,88 

(4.08)
8.09 

(6-27)
11,84 
(8.68)

The values in prentheses are SNR (dB). s이5

method appears to be prefera미e. Also, we have compared 
the performance of the proposed algorithm to that of 
Sambur*s approach [7]. It has been found that the perfor
mance of Sambufs method is about the same as that of the 
F/B ADF. However, the requirement of accurate knowledge 
of pitch period in S거mbur's method makes his method 
inferior.

In addition, we used the modified F/B ADF filtering 
method for the enhancement of both wide-band and narrow
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band noisy speech with the same values of the convergence 
factor and the number of coefficients N being equal to 7. 
Tables 2 and 3 show the results for wide-band and narrow- 
band noisy speech, respectively. Figs. 4 and 5 아iow the 
output waveforms of this scheme applied to wide-band 
noisy speech and to narrow-band noisy speech, respectively. 
We see from these results tht the modified F/B ADF method 
which has a relatively simple structure is effective for any 
kind of noise. Furthremore, it can also be used in speech 
waveform quantization to reduce granul거r noise that is not 
correlated with speech.

Table 3. Enhancement of narrow-band noisy speech by 
modified forward/backward ADF with constant 
convergence factor (5xl0-^).

Input 
SNR (dB)

2.53 
(3.37)*

6.17 
(5.28)

10,63 
(7.98)

Output 8.73 12.79 14,92
SNR(dB) (6.38) (9.54) (12.27)

The values in parentheses are SNR (dB)

Table 2. Enhancement of wide-band noisy speech by 
modified forward/backward ADF with constant 
convergence factor (5x10^).

Input 
SNR (dB)

0.71 
(2.67)*

5.73 
(4-92)

10.75
(7.81)

Output 5.75 10.11 13.17
SNR (dB) (4.94) (7.47) (9.84)

The values in parentheses are SNR^g (dB)

Fig. 4. Enhancement of wide-band noisy speech (5dB) by a 
modified forward/backward ADF.
(a) Clean speech
(b) Noisy speech
(c) Enhanced speech

(a)

牛吟e 내부**m허비

(c)

Fig. 5. Enhancement of narrow-band noisy speech (5dB) 
by a modifed forward/backward ADF.
(a) Clean speech
(b) Noisy speech
(c) Enhanced speech
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